Coatee, War of 1812
Pattern Sizing, Fit, Materials, and Construction Notes
Pattern Sizing and Seam Allowances
The grid pattern ( ¼ ” = 1”) includes ½ inch seam allowances for all seams except the top of the
tail lining (selvage edge) and the coat front and cuff tops ( ¼ ” seam allowed). The collar
includes ½ seam allowances on all edges, although using raw edges on the collar lining is
recommended. The diamond on the tails, pockets and epaulette straps are also raw edged.
The pattern is a US “size 2” which will fit a man of medium build between 5’6” and 5’9” tall
with a 38 inch chest and 34 inch waist. (The finished garment has a 45 inch chest and a 38.5 inch
waist.) The front and back length are 17” and the arm length is 26.
If you are unfamiliar with enlarging patterns, you can use a composite of commercial patterns to
help you size the garment. I would recommend using Past Patterns #032 1804 U.S. Army Issue
Artillery Coat to help you gauge the fit of the back and shoulders (which are narrower and more
angled than the British coatee of the period) and sleeves, while #040: Napoleonic Era British
Foot Soldier's Jacket circa 1806-1820 can be used to help size the front and collar. If you plan to
size the pattern yourself and would like additional direction on pattern sizing, I recommend
Hollen’s Pattern Making by the Flat-Pattern Method.
In any case, I HIGHLY recommend making a mock of the garment, trying it on for fit, then
adjusting the pattern as necessary. Remember to leave a bit of room for the padding (in lining
option 1) and the vest and shirt.
The Fit
The coatee should fit closely over the shirt and vest. In general, the coat front should reach to the
navel and the back to the natural waistline. The tails should fall mid-thigh. Shoulder seams
should be no more than 4” across and the sleeve is set in very high (particularly for larger
gentlemen). The back should also be no greater than 4” across at the narrowest point for coats
exceeding 46 inches in the chest. Sleeves should also fit closely – usually with about 2-3 inches
ease. Also, be cautious to maintain a relatively narrow neck opening (usually about 2-3 inches
greater than the neck measurement).
If the coat feels “fitted” or “snug by modern comparisons” – if you can’t slouch as easily and
have to hold your shoulders back – then it probably fits pretty well. Likewise, if you have to
struggle a bit to get your arms out of the sleeves, then they are probably sufficiently tight. While
the coat should fit well, though, it shouldn’t make you look like a blue tick or like you’ve made it
from spandex.
Materials
Early War Coatee : 3 ½ yards blue wool, ¾ yard red wool, 1 yard white wool, 1 yard cotton or
wool batting and 1 yard medium weight linen (lining option 1), ¼ yard linen for pocket, ½ yard

tailors canvas for collar, 36 large script “I” buttons, 2 small script “I” buttons, 14 yards ¼ inch
wool or wool/cotton tape.
“Transition” Coatee: 3 ½ yards blue wool, ¾ yard red wool, 1 yard white wool,, 1 yard cotton or
wool batting and 1 yard medium weight linen (lining option 1), ¼ yard linen for pocket, ½ yard
tailors canvas for collar, 36 large script “I” buttons, 2 small script “I” buttons, 3 yards ¼ inch
wool or wool/cotton tape.
Late War Coatee: “Transition” Coatee: 3 ½-4 yards blue wool, 1 yard heavy linen (for tail
lining), 1 yard cotton or wool batting and 1 yard medium weight linen (lining option 1), ¼ yard
linen for pocket, ½ yard tailors canvas for collar, 36 large script “I” buttons, 2 small script “I”
buttons, 3 yards ¼ inch wool or wool/cotton tape.

Construction Notes
I should start with explaining the differences between the coat types and lining options. The early
war coatee is the type pictured in the drawings. It is fully taped and faced in red and white. The
“Transition” coatee has the red and white facings but is taped only on the collar. The Late War
coatee is all blue and is also taped on the collar. All coats have 38 buttons.
As an extant example of an enlisted man’s infantry coatee has not been found to date, some
conjecture is necessary in constructing the garment. The Early War and Transition coatees were
probably more likely to have option 1 lining (as seen in several early officers and militia coats)
and wool tail lining and turn-backs. The Late War Coat may have had option 2 lining (taken
from the 1821 coat held by the Ohio Historical Society) and would have been more likely to
have linen tail lining (as in the same).
Please take a look at the construction of some of the coats pictured on our web site. In particular,
the Wool coat has the tape laid out in a manner similar to the early war coatee, while the two
Ohio Historical society examples have an interior lining as described in option 1.
Assembly
1. Option 1 lining only. Assemble the wool lining pieces – sew the center back seam and
shoulder seams. Assemble the linen for the lining. Use ½ inch seam allowances on the
wool and linen pieces. Overcast the batting (padding) pieces so that the pieces abut one
another and do not have a seam allowance. Layer the linen (right side down), then
padding, then wool (right side up). Pin these pieces together and quilt them along the
lines shown.
2. Sew the center back collar, stiffener (canvas), and lining. (Option 2 - place the collar
stand on the lining and sew in place using a running stitch)
3. Place and sew all tape. I recommend using a basting glue sparingly to affix the tape to the
coat before sewing. Use a running stitch to affix the tape. I also recommend using a fray

stop (or clear nail polish) on the collar miters so that you can cut the tape ends flush with
the bottom of the tape line without worrying about it fraying. You should also leave a
slight overlap, hidden by the “v” fold on the double ended tape.
4. Sew the center back seam stopping at the point where the tail overlap begins
5. Sew the shoulder and side seams – the side seam should continue through the pleat to the
edge of the tail.
6. Sew the upper and lower sleeves together, leaving 2 inches open at the bottom as
indicated.
7. Sew the upper and lower cuff pieces together. Place the cuff pieces on the assembled
upper and lower sleeves, allowing the cuff to overlap the end of the sleeve by 1 inch.
Turn the cuff top under ¼ inch (or you may leave this seam raw edged). Make sure you
get the taped portion on the upper sleeve. Sew the cuffs to the sleeve using a back stitch.
8. Lay the lining in the coat along the collar line (option 1) or coat front (option 2) and pin.
Fold the coat front edge under ¼ inch and trip the lining so that the lining is a raw edge
against the center front line baste along the collar edge, use a running/backstitch
combination on the center front edge and front bottom to the beginning of the tail. Use a
hemming or tailoring stitch to finish the interior seams ( applying the lining to the midbody line (options 1 & 2) and around the back (option 1 only)).
9. Quilt the collar stiffener to the lining in a trapezoid pattern. Fold the outside collar top
and sides under ¼ inch and pin to quilted lining. Trim the quilted lining so that the
stiffener is completely hidden and the lining has raw edges when affixed to the outside
collar. Use a running/backstitch combination to apply the collar to the lining. Turn the
collar bottom under ¼ inch and stitch to the neck opening (neck opening should also have
a ¼ seam allowance). Trim bottom of lining so that the raw edge sits on the stitch line for
the outside collar and body. Hem collar lining.
At this point you should have assembled sleeves and body with collar. Try the garment on for
fit and adjust as necessary.
10. Pin the pleat into the tails and press. Leave the pins in while working on the tails.
11. Add the pocket to the tail lining. Then lay the tail lining into the tail (see #12 also) and,
using a running/back-stitch combination, sew the sides and bottom of the tail lining in
place. A ½ seam allowance is included in the patter, but I usually use raw edges, at least n
the wool lining and usually on the bottom and back of the tails. Use a hemming or tailor’s
stitch to finish the top of the tail lining.
12. Add the turn-back (you can cut this as one with the tail lining in the wool linings or as a
separate piece). If you have used linen, it’s better to sew the turn-back on the linen before
affixing the linen to the tails. Use a running/back-stitch stitch to sew down the turn-back

and then to sew on the diamond. Use a running stitch to tack on a line of tape on the
outside edge of the diamond.
13. Use a backstitch to sew on the pocket flaps. Use a running/backstitch combination to sew
together the epaulette straps. Add a 5/8” button hole in the pointed end of each epaulette
strap.
14. Set in the sleeves, placing the long seam (the bent elbow part) at the midpoint between
the side seam and shoulder seam on the back of the coat. Sew in the sleeves.
15. Sew 1 inch button holes on the coat front (about ½ inch from the finished edge on the left
hand side) Add all buttons. Add the epaulette straps and place them based on the carriage
and size of the wearer. Usually the bottom of the strap will sit on the top of the sleeve,
about 1 inch below where the sleeve joins the shoulder. The button will usually sit right
on the edge of the collar.
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